Engl 354: Grace and the Grotesque

Midterm Exam Study Guide / 2020 / Fall

Essay Exam (15%) / 75 min.
• Logistics
o 30 min. discussing pre-class video lecture
o Dr. M sends exam at 15 min. before the hour, allowing students 75 min. to write exam essay
o exam is closed book and closed note
o students will remain visible on Zoom while writing essay (you can place your Word doc over the
Zoom window so you’re not distracted by seeing other students or myself; as long as I can see you)
o write “GWR” at the top of your essay if you’re attempting to pass the GWR in this course
o respond to one of three prompts
o give the Word file you turn in a random, 5-digit file name, and place your name at the very bottom of
the essay—after a blank page of nothing—so I don’t see you name until after I grade the essay.
o turn in your essay by email (a Word .doc) by the end of class
• Point Breakdown
o 3 pts / intro. [no conclusion necessary]
o 12 pts / 4 pts each for discussion of three different Path 1 texts/works [no Path 2 texts]
• Essay Guidelines
o Before writing the essay, read the prompt again, closely, brainstorm some ideas, and possibly
outline your essay (5-10 min. max).
o Your essay should be argumentative (rather than merely narrative)
o Ensure that every point you make is closely supported with appropriate, specific evidence
o You need not reach the same conclusion about each of the works in question, nor do you need to
address the works in the order given.
• Preparation
o review all course materials, notes, points of reflection, and lecture videos
o know the respective characteristics of the literary modes (i.e. the sentimental, realism, naturalism,
romanticism, the grotesque) well enough to apply these categories to assigned Path 1 works.
o Study the cinematic terminology as well as the elements and principles of artistic design, as some
prompts may require analysis of a particular painting or screen capture from a film.
o You need not memorize chp. or verse numbers, but you should examine every assigned Bible
passage and consider how it applies to course readings. Many essay prompts will be inspired by at
least one of the following concepts as present in these particular Bible passages:
§ Acts 4:32, 5:1-11 / communal living, shared resources, honesty, punishment, the grotesque
§ I Corinthians 1:1-2:16 / wisdom, foolishness, weakness, “Christ crucified”
§ Matthew 26:47-28:10 / prayer, betrayal, denial, torture, mockery, miracles, women,
resurrection
§ Luke 22:47-24:53 / prayer, betrayal, denial, torture, mockery, miracles, women, resurrection
§ John 18:1-20:31 / prayer, betrayal, denial, torture, mockery, miracles, women, resurrection
§ 2 Corinthians 12:1-10 / vision, “thorn in the flesh”
§ Matthew 13:1-23 / faith interacts w/ circumstances to produce life or death
§ I Corinthians 7:1-5 / sexual availability within marriage
§ Romans 5:1-8 / suffering, hope
§ Mark 10:13-16 / receiving the kingdom of God like a little child
§ Philippians 4:4-9 / truth, loveliness
§ Romans 14:1-23 / no judgment, stumbling blocks, faith
§ Mark 12:1-12 / elements of “the way of distortion” / grotesque
§ Psalm 23 / shepherd, “valley of the shadow of death,” fear, mercy
§ Luke 12:24-34 / worry, fear, seek, treasure
§ Matthew 16:24-26 / paradoxes involving life, death, and the soul
§ Matthew 10:16-22 / persecution of Christians prophesied

Sample Exam Questions [none of these will appear, as is, on the exam. Note, we have not viewed Dogville yet]

1. In Philippians 4:4-9, Paul encourages the early Christians to fill their minds with what is “honorable” and
“just,” among other things. Do the characters/figures/authors encountered in our assigned works pursue
these virtues—as they are defined within their respective cultures? In your response, consider:
a. Pan in Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s “A Musical Instrument”
b. Salvador Dalí himself in “The Moral Position of Surrealism”
c. Joy/Hulga in Flannery O’Connor’s “Good Country People”
2. In Luke 12, Jesus discourages anxiety by recommending trust in God’s provision. Is such trusting faith
present or absent in the following? If present, in what/whom is the trust placed?
a. Grace, in this scene from Dogville

b. Dali himself in “Mystical Manifesto”
c. The unnamed monk in Robert Browning’s “Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister”
3. What does Matthew 18:21-35 suggest about forgiveness and punishment, and do the following characters
and figures agree?
a. The small, isolated figure in Salvador Dalí’s The Great Masturbator
b. The elders in Breaking the Waves
c. The unnamed protagonist of “A Temple of the Holy Ghost”
4. The author of Ecclesiastes concludes that everything is ultimately meaningless/vain/ephemeral because it
ends in death—that we should find pleasure in eating, drinking, and working today. Do the following
voices concur?
a. Salvador Dalí himself in St. Sebastian
b. Joy/Hulga in Flannery O’Connor’s “Good Country People”
c. Childe Roland in Robert Browning’s “Childe Roland to the Dark Tower Came”
5. Do the following characters experience Christ-like suffering? Measure these characters’ experiences against
specific events included in the gospel accounts of Jesus’s Passion.
a. the reed in Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s “A Musical Instrument”
b. the central, large figure in Salvador Dalí’s Apparatus and Hand
c. Grace in Dogvillle

